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QUESTION 1

With which DQL hint will the first N rows of a query be returned quickly? 

A. OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL N 

B. OPTIMIZE_TOP N 

C. FORCE_ORDER N 

D. ROW_BASED N 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You have recently upgraded your repository and realize that your customization to the PDF format has changed. Prior to
the upgrade you had \\'PDF\\' as the format\\'s description. Now it is back to \\'Acrobat PDF\\'. What happened during the
upgrade to restore the format to the default value? 

A. The dm_consistency_checker.ebs noticed the inconsistency and ran the dm_apply_formats.ebs script to reinitialize
the format values. 

B. You failed to backup your custom format types and the dm_consistency_checker.ebs restored the default values. 

C. The dm_apply_formats.ebs ran using the information from the default formats.csv. 

D. The unregistertype.ebs ran and removed customized formats. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What performance information is obtained from the following trace snippet? 18.578 3.656 [http-8080-1] (RPCs=93)
com.documentum.fc.client.DfPersistentObject@14bdc05.save() ==>  

A. The save took 18.578 seconds to execute. 

B. The save took 93 seconds to execute. 

C. The save took 3.656 seconds to execute. 

D. The save took 382.11 seconds to execute. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

By default, what is stored specifically in the DOCUMENTUM\dba\secure directory? 
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A. keystore(s) for certificates used by LDAP over SSL 

B. encrypted database user passwords for repository owners 

C. encrypted passphrase for the Content Server installation 

D. keystores used for Trusted Content Services 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A problem has been detected in the execution of a Content Server method. You need to isolate the problem as either
the method server or the program code. What will you use to run the method program from the command line to
determine the source of probable cause? 

A. session trace log output 

B. trace launch information 

C. method server access log 

D. method argument value 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What do you add to a DQL query to limit it to 50 rows? 

A. FORCE_ORDER 50 

B. ROW_BASED 50 

C. RETURN_TOP 50 

D. OPTIMIZE_TOP 50 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

At minimum, which columns in the database are used to join a subtype with its dm_sysobject supertype? 

A. object_name for the _s tables, r_object_id and r_version_label for the _r tables 

B. authors for the _s tables, r_object_id and i_position_id for the _r tables 

C. r_object_id for the _s tables, r_object_id and i_position_id for the _r tables 

D. r_object_id for the _s tables, r_object_id and keywords for the _r tables 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

After creating a new installation with the same Docbase ID and installation owner, which file is required before
configuring the repository? 

A. AEK.key 

B. dbpasswd.txt 

C. server.ini 

D. dfc.properties 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

When installing the Content Server, the installer deploys several default services which run on the Java 

Method Server. 

Which services are deployed? 

A. Accelerated Content Services (ACS), Branch Office Caching Services (BOCS), DocumentumMessaging Services
(DMS) 

B. Accelerated Content Services (ACS), Documentum Foundation Services (DFS) 

C. Accelerated Content Services (ACS), Documentum Messaging Services (DMS), DocumentumFoundation Services
(DFS) 

D. Documentum Foundation Services (DFS), Branch Office Caching Services (BOCS) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

A system is running with a primary Content Server and multiple remote Content Servers. All sites are distant from the
others on the network. All Content Servers project to the Connection Brokers at all sites. All proximity values are set to
1. What effect will this common proximity value have on the system? 

A. The Connection Brokers will be confused, and no connections will be allowed. 

B. There will be no effect on the system. This is the normal configuration for multiple Content Servers. 

C. The Connection Brokers will direct clients to connect with the Content Server having the lowest latency to the client. 

D. Performance will be variable for users because any client may connect with any Content Server at any location. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

What is propagated by the federation update job? 

A. DocApps 

B. users and groups only 

C. users, groups, object types 

D. users, groups, and external permission sets 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

In Documentum Administrator (DA) 6.5 and later, what must be done to make all DA features visible to system
administrators? 

A. No action is required; system administrators have access to all DA features. 

B. You must add all system administrators users to the group admingroup. 

C. You must create one or more administrator access sets and configure each to expose only thoseDA features which
are needed. 

D. You must configure the user\\'s extended privileges such that he/she has access to the desired DA features. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

You are upgrading your Connection Broker and running the Server Configuration Program. What configuration type do
you select at the Select Configuration Type dialog? 

A. Standard Configuration 

B. Express Configuration 

C. Upgrade Configuration 

D. Custom Configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14
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Which statement about audit trails is true? 

A. Users can view, modify, and delete their own audit trail entries. 

B. All audit trail entries are available to all users who have BROWSE permission to the audited object. 

C. Users must have purge audit privileges to remove audit trail entries. 

D. Only the installation owner has the ability to alter the audit trail. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

A Content Server is running near 100% CPU usage and does not absolutely peak. The hardware contains 

two CPU cores, and two additional CPU cores are added. After the change, the system runs at almost 

70% CPU usage. 

How do you explain why the system is not running at 50% after the change? 

A. The Java Method Server will dynamically allocate resources based on availability. 

B. The Content Server will increase its CPU usage to fill available capacity regardless of demand. 

C. Machine overhead for managing task sharing between processors increases with the number of processors. 

D. The agent executive will run more jobs at a time when more processor capacity is available. 

Correct Answer: C 
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